3. Notes on the Language of the Narratives
In the stylistic analysis of the narratives and poems, following symbols for different
style varieties and stylistic features are used:
= the dialect of es-Salj and the surrounding villages
= an S fealUre missing in the neighbouring Bedouin dialects and thus a
typologically distinctive local sedentary feature
B
= Bedouin dialects spoken in the Balqa and its immediate neighbourhood.
Most of the tribes relevant to this study speak dialects of the so·called
Syro-Mesopotamian group (Cantineau's Group C); here the term cannOt be
used very smclly, since many features are borrowed from the dialect of the
Bani Saxar, too, which stands near the Sammari type (Cantineau's Group
B).
B-marker = a B feature missing in S and thus a typologically distinctive Bedouin
feature
K
= a koine feature, in this case used of borrowings from sedentary dialects

S
S-marker

F

= a fu$!J1 feature borrowed from Standard Arabic (Written Arabic, Literary
Arabic)

In references to sections of the present texts, the fonns occurring in dialogue are
indicated by D written after the number of the section.

3.1. Phonetics and phonemics
3./.1. Consonants
The phonemic system of consonants in the genuine dialect of the narrator (5) does not
substantially differ from its counterpart in the neighbouring Bedouin dialects (B). The
only clear-cut difference bears upon the reflex of qlf which in S is Ig/ whereas B has
two for the most part combinatorily conditioned reflexes, viz./g/ and IgJ [d3]' the latter
of which occurs in proximity to front vowels (fi/, lei, front allophone of Ia/) and is
phonetically identical with the local reflex of il;tm. 1 Therefore one might expect that
the affricated reflex of qlf would be used by the narrator as a most effective means of
giving the narratives an unmistakable Bedouin character. However, this is actually not
the case in the present narratives in which only two occurrences of the affricated reflex
are to be found: lUll 'way' 1II 18D (2x) and ~.u. 1& JJ:itbak 'may God not bring you
here' XIV 36D. The reason for the use of affrication here is obvious: both instances
occur in direct discourse with a Bedouin as the speaker. Funhermore, the latter
I Amoog the neighbouring Dibes the diak:ct of the Bani Saxar is the only exception in this respect:
there the afIricalf:d variant is j {dz], PALVA. Bani Saur, p. 114 (amoog the nyiz sub-tribe I is used);
id., Classification. p. 7£.
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instance is a Form IV verb borrowed as such from Bedouin dialects. Everywhere else
the invariant IrJ reflex is used; perhaps unexpectedly, even such a typical Bedouin
lexical item as Jill 'tent', 'the men's companment of a tent', is pronounced without
affrication, II 13, XV 13.
In the realization of the two reflexes of t.J.f no differences are to be found between
Sand B.2 However, this is true only as far as the purely linguistic systems of the
COnservative fonns of the genuine dialects are concerned; observation of the factual
usage of the vernacular reveals great socio-culturally conditioned differences between S
and B in the distribution and frequency of the affricated and non-affricated reflexes. In
S the affricated Itl reflex. is a recessive variant in the idiolects of male adults and is often
replaced by /kI by other groups of speakers as well, in the town of es-Sall in particular,3 In this respect the narratives rather consistently follow the pallem common to
both B and the older type of S. There are, of course, several exceptions to this pattern,
the most striking cases being the use of the non-affricated reflex in tilmten 'some
words' XIV 14 (cf. eilimten 'some verses' V 7, VI 4, IX 2, 24), >agullit. 'I'll tell you
(sing. fern.)' XIV 320, >i1it 'to you (sing. fern.)' XIV 340 (cf. >ilie XIV 320), bet
bet 'like this' VII 19 (cf. S-fonn bee III 36, XII 4, XIV 21 (2x), 24; whereas no
occurrence of the marked B-fonn hIe is found), bah I·bac hAda 'he spoke like that'
XIV 5 (cf. XV baea 25), rikb ii-Caras I-imllba (K·coloured S-forro) XV 21, tllr
'much' 1 I, XIV 13. The lack of affrication of (kJ in w-ala nlkis 'he staned back' XV
13 would appear as an exception, too, but also in B the /k/ of this typical B item often
lacks affrication. 4
Some of these cases can be interpreted as called fonh by situations in which the
narrator is more or less parenthetically explaining cenain details to his audience among
whom at least Father Bisara and the present writer did not normally use the tel reflex.
Such cases of momentary shifting from narrative style to vernacular conversation are
obviously bet bet and bah I-bill blda, probably also tpr in I I. On the other hand,
in four cases the reflex of tlf as the result of root analogy is leI: yabeu 'they (pI.
masc.) speak' III 10 (cf. yabku XIV 5) and bal:I110 'they speak to him' XIV 14, tirhb
'you (sg. masc.) mount' XV 18, tireabba 'you (sg. masc.) mount it' XV 18. These
forms are actually alien to the phonemic system of both Sand B; the only dialect to
whose influence such forms could be attributed is conservative rural Central Palestinian. S However, in this stylistic context such an influence is improbable; more
plausibly they can be regarded as hypercorrect B-forms. Correspondingly, eln 'he was'
XV 13 probably is a hypercorrect B-fonn. Both in Sand B the non-affricated variant
has been restiruted by root analogy in the 3rd persons of the perfec[ (fin, I:lDu etc. >
Un, tlDu etc., cf. yk11n, ykanu, kunt, tuntu etc.), whereas the phonetically-con-

c

2 Here, again. the dialect of the Bani SUlr with its affricated [ts] VUWlI is an exception, PALVA.
Bani Snar, p. 114; id.., Classification. pp. 8-10.
l PALVA, Koineization. p. 22; BERGSTRASSER, Sprac.batll$, p. 18Se.. Map 3;
CLEVELAND,
Southern Palestine, p. 44, n. 3.
4 E.g., PALVA. <Alanna, TextS, 34, 35.
S BERGSTRAsSER, Spracl'ullw, Map 3; BAUER, Pal., p. 4; CLEVELAND, Classification, p. 58; id.•
Southern Palestine, p. 44f.; PALVA. CIassificatioo. p. 9f.

ce.
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ditioned affrication has been preserved in the conjunction eln 'if XV 8. which has
lost its etymological association with the verb kID.

3.1.2. Vowels
As far as the phonemic system of vowels and their allophonic disttibution is concerned. the present narratives do not display any substantial divergences from S. There
admittedly are cases in which vowels different from S occur. but since they are
Bedouin items, or items intimately associated with Bedouin life. the l-aJ allomorph can
be regarded as morpho-phonemically or lexically rather than phonemically conditioned.
Such instances are, e.g.• the final/aJ in madd.(h) VI 2 (cf. midde II 3. XlI 4). zena II
7. XV 3 (2x). 20. lIu VII 16. muyOna VII 6 (but muyOne I I. XV 2). 4.bly. II, I.
XI 5. 1&<111. XI 5. g.$1d. VII 20. XII 5 (but 8~lde 1II 37 (3x). 38. vm 4 (2x). Xl 6),
<ilba XIV 31. xu. XIV 21, dInt. XV 6 (2x), 15. sir. XV 11 (2x).6 In genuine S the
phonetically-conditioned binary system of feminine markers would in these instances
involve use of the from allomorph I-eft and, though some neighbouring Bedouin
dialects share this feature. the narrator pronounces the items with a stylistic B·
marker. 7 In some cases the /-a/ allomorph is used in words which can be regarded as
neutral in their relation to the sedentary vs. Bedouin sphere of life: II-lela III 8D, XIV
35D (2x) (cf. i1-1ele X 5. XI 29, XIV 36, lele XV 26 (2x), 27). f1yda II lid. mayyta II
26. to!a XV 9, II. radIya XV 19.
Another group of items in which vowels in the narratives differ from S are those
displaying fJ/ in the initial syllable, in contradistinction to laJ in S. Apan from a typical
B item such as nizil II 5. there are several B substantives which occur in S as well.
viz. IJiblba Xl 29, XIV 22 (2x). 23, IJiblyib III 3. mintaC XIV 7 (4x). 14. minzalhum
VI I. miClno XIV 11 (2x). liml<. XV 13 (2x). These B-forms are well known to
most S speakers and thus can readily be substituted for the local coumerpans dabiba.
mansafetc. Sometimes also adjectives are pronounced in B manner: eiblr VII I. eiblre
VII 2. girlb X 6 (but the distinct B-form gtayyib does not occur). instead of S
kbit/eblt. garlb.
One of the most frequently occurring deviations from S is the consistent use of the
back allophone [a:] instead of the local Sal~i front allophone [lie;) in the verb IllJ.

3.1.3. Syllable structure
The syllable panerns C1VC2aC3V- -> C1C2VC3V- and -aXc- -> ·XaC· (if X is
Ixl. /t), /t)./.
or /hI), characteristic of both the Nonh Arabian dialects and the
Bedouin dialet:ts spoken in Sinai, the Negev and Arabia Petraea.8 are of common

r/.

6 nob « III 33d, IV 7, VI 2, XV 6, 8, and blum«11 (2Jl), XIV 15 (lx). 19.21,32 (2Jl), XV 25. 29
~2l(), 34 do not beloog II) the same clUegory, sira/bl an:I/rnJ in them are velariu:d.
CANTiNEAU, Nomades I. pp. 14f. and 24 (Cantineau's Group C, i.e.• the Syro.Mesopouunlan sheepraising oibes).
8 CANTINEAU, Nomades I, pp. 61-66,ll, pp. 164-170; PAl.VA, <A~arrna, p. 24; id., Classification,
p. IOf.; id., ijwflat, p. 297; RQSENHOUSE, Bedouin Arabic, p. 13; cf. JOHNSTONE, Eastern
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occurrence in the narratives. In the following instances the notation for a synchronic
process (-> or <-) is used, which only implies that in Bedouin dialects the process
as a rule is synchronic, whereas in the present context it is more appropriate to regard
the B-fonns as stylistically-conditioned substitutions for equivalent S-forms.

ibddwi 'Bedouin' II 1, VII 1, XV 3, 4 <- badawi S, but bfdawi ill 21
ba-z-zlima 'a (cenain) man', 'this man' II 13D, 150 <- ba·z·:ulama, S ulame IV 13

(2x), 14, VII 110, XIV 24, 42, uimto XI 3, but zflimto ibid., dimtalr. X no,
zlimitlr.u Xl 60, (I)zlimithm X 3D (2x)
....Udi'my son' XlV lID <- 'lll'aladi (S ~ibni), wlido X 60
fRIO 'his mare' vn 14 <- faraso S
rCa.t 'comrades' m 2 (2x) <- riraga
g$ua 'neighbours' XIV 220 <- gU$ara
tlima 'totally ignorant (pl.)' XIV 80 <- tllhma
bsini 'member of the Bani ijasan' XI I <- basani
rgubti 'my neck' VI] 70 (2x) <- ragaba + t + i, but ragbati I 40 (2x), (i)rgubto
'his neck' III 290, VII 7D, IX 19, XIV 100, but ragbato I 6, rgubitba 'her neck'
VII 5
Igablt 'pregnant she-camels' XlV 320,340 <- lagablt
isn:lt~n 'two years' VI] 16 <- sanat~n, but sant!n III 23, 25, XI 3, 5, san:lt!n VII
15
Also the B-fonn nlfa 'to take' can-at least panly-be explained as the result of the
C,VC2aC3V· -> C I C 2VC 3V- development, although no longer on the synchronic
level. In Nonh Arabian Bedouin dialeclS,9 the originally synchronic development
'axalfu -> hll:alfu -> xalfu called fonh a new C 3y root xlfy, and the fonns xalfa V
5, xadah V 5, ulftba VII 3, nlfllhum V 4, and xalflhiD V 7 are based upon the
lexicalized root xlfy.

-aXc- -> -XaC-/aXaCghawa 'coffee' III 22, gahawa XV 2, 4 (2x), gahawa II 11 (3x), 3 (3x), IV lID (2x),
vn 8, 9, 14, XIV 19,20,21 <- gahwa S = 11 5, III 15, 16,24,27, XITI 6
(2x)
halna 'our family' IX 230 (but: widdna halna) <- *'halna <- 'ahlna; 'ahalak 'your
family' III 340 (2x), '.hl- S = 'abli IV 15, I-Ibli IV 15, I-ahlo IV 16, l·ab~1 IX
23, lJ-bali XV 8 '10 my people', ya.hal il·xel ya-hal i1-xel 'horsemen, alarm!'
Arabian, pp. 3·9; BLANC, Negev, p. 121; the developmenl-aXC- -> -XIC- is coined by BLANC as the
115-127.
CANTINEAU, Nomades I, p. 87,11. pp. 192-194; PROCHAZKA. Saudi Arabian Dialects, p. 62£.;
ABBOUD, lbe Verb, p. 487: 'a very common allemalive to the per{ecl >.hl. 'ua4 are the forms tIlla,
ulJ', ..... hich are conjugated like final weal: verbs'.

lui.Wah syndrome" Negev, pp.
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xv 21
ybaei 'he speaks' IV 11 (2x.), 14 <- ya!Jei S = m to. IV 11 (in the phrase la yabei
wala yiXi).lbaei 'she speaks' I 3 <- t&.bei S = I 3. 7 (2:t). t_ben I 7; nabei XIV
10. ,.aUG XIV S. yabeu

10
ma yura 'it is hidden' XIV 3D <- ma ,ada (ya-! obviously used as a borrowed B
phrase) (cf. yiJIr. S rv 13)
lac.llto 'his sheep' XV 7 <- lI.a Cllto
[II

In addition to !:he above-mentioned cases in which S-forms are used side by side with
B-forms. plain S-fonns often occur without B-variants, e.g. waral. 'a sheet of paper'
IV 150, <.Jan 'ten' m 15. IV 3. 10. hrami 'my generosity' XIV 490, kanma 'his
generosity' XIV 14,490, manto 'his wife' XIV 27. macati 'my wife' XIV 49D (marti
ibid.); ••ble'8 plain' I 4, 5, vm 3, XIV 6. zahret 'the best of (csU'.)' m 10. 18 (cf.
nharitha III 10). ".<cIa 'prescribed time'm 36, m.<u 'a goat' vm 2. Allhough these
instances follow the syllable structure of S. they cannot be defined as distinct S·
markers. This is true of the 'gab'",.a syndrome' in particular, since the -aXc- -> (a)XaC· rule in B is not mechanically followed. Therefore, even if the syllable
structure of the following instances goes by S patterns, it cannot be characterized as
markedly 'non-B'; rather, it is stylistically neutral: ~absan 'beuer' XIV 5, zaClln 'angry'
VlU 2, X 9 (2x), ta<ma 'evening entenainment' XI 5, mablnblt 'shorn animals' XIV
180, ya'mil 'he does' VU 19, DaCmil 'we do' XIV 150, yaCriC'he knows'll 15, tab!i
'she stuffs' XIV 26 (h), 27 (2x), yaCp 'he gives' XIV I (4x) and other fonns of ·a'ta
passim, tat!Ihum 'it overcomes them' VI 2.
ft thus appears that the narrator often, but not consistently, uses syllable pattems
characteristic of B. However, in dialogues B-fonns are clearly predominant; even the
sultan speaks Bedouin dialect: wi! >intu? III 15.

3.2. Morphology
3.2.1. Personal pronouns
The independent personal pronouns used in the present narratives deviate from S in
two persons only, viz. in the 2nd p. sing. masc., where p)int is used (II 50, 1lI 50,
330, IV 120 (2x), 140, V 70, VII 150, IX 210, X 50, Xlll 40, XIV 210, 350,
XV 70, 170, 330), negated mant (HI 330, V 70) or lant (VII 100), and in the 1st
p. plur., where binna occurs in several passages (VI 3D (2x), VII 100 (3x), IX 230,
XIV laD, XV 110). Since these fonns do not occur in genuine S, they can safely be
labelled as stylistic B-markers. On the other hand, ~ibna (III 160, 170, IV 14 (2x),
Vll 100, VIII 10, 20, XlII 2 (4x), XIV 140, 200) admittedly is an S fonn but still
not a distinct S·marker, because it is used in the Bedouin dialects of the SyroMesopotamian type, thus being of common occurrence in Bedouin dialects of the
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area. to However, in lhe language of the narratives it is beSt interpreted as a form
which Ihe narrator uses when nOI imitating B but switching to a levelled variant of
local dialect, for example in the parenthetic section included in IV 14: >issl< >ibna
mipl 10111011 hlda ya<ni yi.ma< bI h w-il;lOa hOn. The only exclusively S-dialect fonn
in the narratives is >inte VII 160, XIV 400, XV 17,20,3" (2x); the most frequently
occurring B-form in the adjacent area is Oint, but when a dissyllabic B-variant occurs,
it is >inta. 11
In the olher persons there is actually no opportunity to Bedouinize the pronouns,
since the B- and S-fonns are practically identical. In the 2nd p. plur. rnasc. (»intu is
used (In 150, XIV40, 80, 90, 430) except once ('intulD III 40). The last-mentioned
case muSt actually be regarded as a B·fonn, since it is alien to S, whereas >iotu,
which occam in S as well as in lhe dialects of lhe neighbouring sheep-raising tribes,12
is stylistically neutral.
As far as the pronominal suffixes in the dialects of lhe neighbouring Bedouin
tribes are concerned, the form for the 2nd p. piUT. mase. in them is ·kum; this form
appears, perhaps somewhat unexpectedly, in the present narratives in one passage
only, viz. (i):dimilkum 'the man you are looking for' X 3D (2x). Elsewhere the S
fonn ·ku is regularly used: II 26, VIII 80, IX 230 (2x), XI 6, 29 (2x), XIII 40, XIV
100, 140, 180,210,490 (2x), even in the conspicuous lexical B-marker wi!iddku
'whal do you want?' XIV 3D (2x), cf. the genuine S baddku (passim). If the older
types of B are used as a model, wiliddku has to be considered a hybrid fonn (B lexical
item + S pronominal suffix). However, as a matter of fact, ·ku has spread as a K·fonn
and has already become integrated in the Bedouin dialects of the area; 13 lherefore it
can no longer be regarded as a distinct S-marker. The 2nd p. plur. fern. suffix -tiD IX
3D (2x) is stylistically neulral, since it is the genuine form both in BI4 and in the
conservative type of S. The sporadically audible .b/.h in the suffix of the 3rd p. sing.
rnasc. could often be considered a pausal phenomenon, but its frequent occurrence in
non-pausal position suggests that it should preferably be looked upon as a consciously
used B-marker. IS

3.2.2. Demonstrative pronouns
The narrator uses S·fonns of the demonstrative pronouns: 'this' sing. mase. hllSa II 4
and passim, in the shorter form-most often in combination with a preceding
concretizing article ha·l- ball n 10 (hH.rilll.1 hall) and passim; sing. fern. halli IT 5
and passim, in the shoner form hay (the use corresponds to that of the ma5C. short
form:) VO 5 (3x), XIV 80, 26, hayy III IS (2x), IV 5, XV 21, 22; plur. c. hallOla
10 CANTlNEAu, Nomadc:s I, p. 70 (Group C).
11 CAmlNEAU,Nomades I, p. 70. II. p. 173; PALVA, <Atltma. p.26.
12CANTlNEAU. Nomades I. p. 70.
13 PALVA. <All:ltma, p. 28.
14 CANT1NEAU, Nomades I, p.
(transcribed -eeuu although IlOI stressed): PAL-VA, 'Ajtltma, p. 27.
U Most Bedouin dialects of lhe adjacent area have lhe variants -Co/-o h and V_b/"h. CANTINEAU.
Nomades 1, pp. 71 and 76; PALV A, < Ajtanna. p. 27£.; id.. ~anj.S8ll:ar, p. l20r.
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III 4 and passim, hadol I 5, n 5, VI 3, XlII 3, XlV 9, 180, XV 1, 28; 'that' sing.
masc. haljlh n 8, X 50, XIll 5, XV 24 baljlt IV 7, 100, X 5 & XIV 36 (balSll ilIfle), XIV 29 (2x), 40, 48, XV 9; sing. fern. balSH~e I 7, II 14 (2x), XIV 43, 48, XV
15, hadIk XI 29, bailIe II 6, IV 8, vn 1,8 (3x), 12, X I, XIV 6, xv 18; plur. c.
halJOllka VIII 16, XII 4, XIII 8, XV 23, hallOllk III 6, 10, XV 26, 32. The most
common difference displayed by B is the frequent velarization of the pronoun (bl~a
etc.); in addition, some divergent forms occur in B (e.g. BS: badolinc etc.) but these
are not found in the present narratives. It may also be mentioned that the narrator does
nOl use the relatively frequent S 'pseudo-constr\lct state' balJIet-; d. balJIe il-liba II
50, hadJe id-dira XV IS.

3.23. The concrelizer ha-(f-)
The concretizer ha-I- belongs to the salient features of narrative style in Greater
Syria,I6 and it occurs in the present narratives more than 140 times. Most often it
does not functionally differ from the definite anicle, e.g. ha-I-<umln ~illi b.a..alf h
'the Bedouin who were in his company" n 2, minu ba-:t-dima ~alli ba<do nlym bhadlt'! 'who's the man still sleeping over there?' n 130, 'ilbum 'ibylr [... ] w-ba-Iibylr imnpqlt 'they had wells, and the wells belonged to different people' XII I.
Sometimes the concrerizer may add a depicting shade usual in nanation, e.g. balidd
<ala ba-d-dinya Tm JUSt watching what's going on around' I 20. The definite anicle is
an integral part of the concretizer, which implies that when the concretizer is used to
introduce a new, in the context previously unknown subject, the definite article loses
its function, e.g. yOmin ladd winn ha-I-bayye 'when he looked around, he caught sight
of a snake' I 4, yOm [on] winn h.-I-bel ib-ba-t-Jartl 'when [...J, they saw that there
was a tent there, pitched by the wayside' III 7, wlbadin Sarari 'ito ba-n-nwlglt 'a
man from the SarAmt had some she--camels' V 1. This indicates that the concrebzer
neutralizes the contrast marJced definit~ness (article + noun) vs. IUllkfiniteness (zero +

noun). 17 The neutralization can be illustrated by the following example: tlbu b.-]·
uTblJ' w-banal il-b.Ilml. b.-]-uTbO' war. ha-I-bft'they had brought with them a
poor tent, and the woman pitched it (= th~ poor lent) behind the (sheikh's) tent' XIV
19. Normally the neuualization does nOt give cause for misunderstanding, but in a few
contexts an unambiguous undefined form may be needed. In the present narratives one
such exceptional case is found, where the concretizing ha- appears without ankle:
ya-tali! imnfn 'int'! III min ha-d-dire ha-4ff'I come from hereaoouts, I'm just a
guest' XV 5-60.
That the concretizer has lost its etymological denxmstrative value is evident from
16 For Syria, see fOf eumple the te:-.ts in LEWIN. Hama, and for Palestine SCHMIDT.t.KAHLE,
VoIt.senlltlungen, boih of which abound in ha_l_ concretizers. In Jordanian Bedouin te:-.IS dJey are ralher
frequent, 100 (PALV A. !:fesbln), whereas in the Peninsular Bedouin lUIS they seem to be less frequent, d.
INGHAM, Ohafir, and sow", YAN, Arabian Narrative.
17 It was pointed out by BLAU in his analysis of the use of the same concretizer in the Central
Palestinian narratives from Str Ut, published by KAHLE .t. SCHMIDT, that h.t- may func:tionally be
equivalent of il- as well as zero ankle, BLAU, Synw, pp. 19-25.
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the use of the combinations of ba-I- and a demonstrative pronoun,I8 e.g. ba-r.riAlI)
bl\l. IT 10, xv 9, ha-l-bet bl\l. III 80, ba·I-u.bar bI\l. III 37, b-r-rillal ha\l.l.k IV 10, hal-byO.t ba\l.Ola X 6, ha-S-Satil hl\l.a X 11, ha-S-bile hl\l. XIV 2, ba-I-<urbln hly XIV
80, ha-r-rinll hl\l.a XIV 15, ha-l-mahlO:blt ha\l.al XIV 180, ha-I-ibduwi hl\l. XV 50,
ba-d-dIra hI!Jj XV 6, ha+4U hl\l.a III AI XV 9.
Occasionally the concretizer is used with a local name, which is clear evidence
of its non-demonsrrative characler: ba-I-lubban X 1; ha-I-flyiz XI 3 and ba-I·Ji"'lbka
IX 2 are collective mbal names and therefore not exactly parallel cases.

3.2.4.lnrerrogalive pronouns
The interrogative pronoun 'who?' is man/min, manhD., minI, etc. 19 in both Sand B.
The fonns occurring in the present narratives: min 11 150, XIV 240, XV 5, man IV
40, minu II 13, minhu III 190, manhii XIV 300, thus are stylistically neutral. Used
with the preposition 1- there, however, is a noticeable difference between Sand B: in S
the fonn is >il-mau/>il-min 'whose?', whereas in B the preposition is often placed
after the pronoun. Thus the fonns ii-min X 60 (2x), XIV 180 and Ii-miD IX 230 are
stylislically neutral, while minhIlo II 50, lIt 90, miDhQlo 1II 80, minhillo X 60,
XIV 180 are distinct B-marlc:ers.
In the narratives there also are a couple of occurrences of the marlc.edly sedentary
fonn mIn XIV 5, 80, which could be pointed out as a distinct non-B marker.
However, it is not a genuine S fonn either, but it occurs commonly in both dialects as
a pro~ssing K feature. 20
The Bedouin counterparts of the local interrogative pronouns loPes 'what?' (>es I
20 (2x), Ju III 130 (3x), III 36, XIV 26, 27,39) belong to the best-known and most
readily used B-markers in narrative style. Accordingly, wil/wul is by far the most
frequent form for 'what?' in the present narratives: II lID, milO, 150, 310 (3x),

320 (2x), 330, VI I, 30,

vn 90 (2x), IX 200, X 60, xn 40 (2x), XlV lID, 140,

160,380, XV 5 (3x.), 7 (2x.), 8, II, 17, 28 (2x). It also appears in the phrase
+ suff. pron.: wiJiddak. 'what do you want?' XIV 430, wi!dat (contracted
from wiJiddak <- wi! widdak) III 40, wi5iddku XIV 90 (2x.), w{tiddeio IX 230,
wiliddoa III 40, all of which naturally are distinct B-markers. Conspicuous B-markers
are wiSiohQ 'what is it?' XIV 120 and wuSinbu bl\l. 'what's this?' III 310, fonns
characteristic of the dialects of the camel-raising tribes, in the adjacent areas only used
by the Bani Saxar. 21
Taking the noticeably frequent use of distinct B-markers into consideration, the
few cases in which their local counterpans are used must be regarded as stylistic Swi~idd-

II This combination occurs in a vast area, DOl only in Nonhem A11l.bian and the Syro-Palestinian
dialects but in Nonh Africa as ",cU. ROSENHOUSE, ZDMG, p. 2SlC. and references there. Rosenhouse
assumes Utat the productive use or b-(l-) without a demoostrative meaning as well as or the
combination b-I- + demonstrative pronoun can be attributed to the influence of Bedouin dialect$.
19 PALVA. Bani S:u.u, p. 122:(.; ct. SCHMIDTilKAHlE, Volksen1hlungen,l, p. 67* UlaDll.
20 PALVA. <AAlrma. p. 30.
21 PALVA. Bani Suar, p. 123.
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markers. In lIlis respect the style is relatively consistent: S interrogative pronouns occur
in stylistically B-marked contexts only once: 111 hill? JIlII tillbabllD hllla 'What's
going on? Don't kill them!' ill 130 (3x). In the remaining cases the context is
stylistically S-marked: ~a1a >eI bitliddi 'what are you looking at?' I 20 (2x), >ilbiddak minbum 'what do you want of them?' m 170. This stylistic choice is, of
course. most nalural when the listeners are addressed: Ju bihimml1 minno 'what did
they care about him?' ill 36. hllla lu bumluk billa 'what did this man own?' XlV 39,
billi 10 nllat mabba? 'what had she taken with her?' XIV 26. u·ma-drfJ Iu biddo
ysawwi 'and he didn't know what to do' XIV 27.
The adjectival interrogative pronoun >.n- 'which?' occurs in the present narratives
in one passage only, and then in B-form: miD >.yylt ~ar.b? miD >a)71t dIre? w-min
ayylt a-min a)71t 'Of which tribe? From which disU'ict? And SO on and so on.' II SO.
Here the whole context is clearly B-marked. The form >ayylt admittedly occurs in the
local vernacular dialect as well. but obviously as a B-borrowing, whereas the genuine
local forms are invariable >ayy, >ayya.

3.2.5. Relative pronouns
Somewhat unexpecledly, the distinct B-marker >alli occurs in the present narratives
nine times only: II 130, XI 50, 6, XIV 90. 380, XV 50. 9 (2x), 12, predominantly
in direct discourse. There are a couple of additional cases in which the initial vowel of
the pronoun is not unambiguously tal bUI which nevenheless must be interpreted as Bmarkers. One is a phrase characteristic of Bedouin narrative style: gllll.Jlla lli Ilk
'look, this is whal happened' VlI 100, XIV 350, and the contexls of the other two
instances are B-coloured, too: gaUo h int yam lalabt i1-<adwlo.? 'He said, Look, was it
you who called the <Adw!n?' IX 210, and >ixs yalli ma yilldara meen aslak XIV
40D 'Shame on you whose descent cannot be known!'; in both instances yalli is
unmistakably a vocative form. In the remaining cases, the S-fonn (>i)Jli is used, even
in direct discourse in B-coloured contexts, e.g. VII ISO, 160. The fonn halli (XI 6,
XV 15) is stylistically neutral: both Band S use the relative pronoun with the
concretizer ha-. In an expression of courtesy characteristic of Bedouin narrative style,
min is used as a relative pronoun: !arwa mill <indi 'as good as those with me here' IV

13.
3.2.6. Nominal morphology
The tanwin, which in a generalized fonn still occurs in certain posilions in the dialects
of the camet-breeding North Arabian aibes (Sammari and (Anazi dialect types) as well
as in Bedouin poetry of the North Arabian type, appears-rather unexpectedly, since it
would be a means readily available in order to Bedouinize the narrative--only five
times in the present prose texts. The reason might be that lIle Bedouin dialects of the
neighbouring area, with Ihe exception of the dialect of the Bani Saxar, do not make use
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of taDwlD.22 These five instances are: wlb.adiD larlri 'a man from the Sarlrlt' V I, Ii
wlb.adi.rJ 'iDd >ibiD. te, ,laic 'in Ibn Ce(s camp there was a blacksmith' vn 6. wIMiD
biIw 'he was a pleasant young man'VII 14, w-aJ1a'lo betln Malta 'and he had
pitChed a tent for him there' VII 16, fJ wl.badin hiDlta'there was a man there' XD 5.
In the three first-mentioned cases the tanwl.a is used according to the rules for optional
nunation in the dialects of the Sammari and 'Anazi types,23 but the last two instances
probably are correct B-forms as well. 24 The taDwla in the interrogative pronoun
wili.ahu/wllJinlnJ has of course not been borrowed as a separale morpheme, but as an
integral pan of the pronoun.
The phonetic conditioning of the sing. fem. Sl. abs. aUomorphs l-aJ and I-e/ in S
is in the narratives sporadically abandoned, and the back allomorph is used instead of
the front allomorph of S. As mentioned above, this occurs most consistendy in typical
Bedouin lexical items such as zena, xlb, la<lIla, but usually the conscious Bedouiniring tendency calls fonh some fluctuation, e.g. lela and lele, muyDoa and muyilne,
CI,da and Clyde, .aUda and la,Ide. However, in st. cstr. and pron. the forms follow
consislently the S pattern, e.g. stICet X 10, nhret III 50, 10, 180, <i.Jbct II 9, sllfitna
XIV laD, ubaritba III la, sallmitkll XI 29, xemitha II la, rlbitha XV 19 (2x), sIIto
XIV 49D. qurmlO XIV 20, XV 28, 29, ~allbto XI 4, dlrto XV 13, wilhout any
tendency towards 'trochaic' syllable panern.
Other noticeable fealures in me nominal morphology of me narratives are the
frequenl cases in which B patterns with a raised vowel in the initial syllable are
followed: aizIl II 5, girtb X 4 (but garlbInbllmVI I), miaulbum VI I, miasaf XIV 7
(4x), mittao XIV liD (2x), tJjblyib XlV I, widyid XIV 26, as well as the use of
diminutive forms characteristic of B: wled VII 13, 14, XU 2, <umemi XIV 250 (2x),
nweglt V I, rmeklt VII 100 (2x), m<ezlt IV 3, bwayyia X 8, ztayyir VB 1. The
diminutive forms might here be regarded as lexical borrowings from B rather than
being called fonh by imitation of morphological patterns of the B type.

3.2.7, Numerals
The numerals used in the narratives occur regularly in their local Salfi forms. Thuslike in other sedentary dialects of the Syrian area-the numerals 3 to 10 are followed
by -t when the numeral immediately precedes the quantified noun if this is a broken
plural beginning with a vowel phoneme. This remnaOl of older feminine belongs
phonetically to the quantified noun, e.g. siC-lu~bur I 3, tis<a tulbur XV 28, 29, <alar
tlylm n 10 (2x), 12. xam••it-uylm III 36. No B-forms without the connective It/ are

C.

22 PAl.V A. Bani Saur, p. 1301". (in the text one line has been dropped: 131, add between lines 4 and
S: 'in an indefinite noun followed by a clause: 'Io'~ yigulillluh rarw. 'a man called Farwa', (dr. In
the same context, I. 6, the instance should be read 'ana nqiD all• • ·nlfIk 'f pray 10 God and 10
you'. CANTINEAU gives only one example of tanWin in the Bedouin dialeclS he studies in Nomades I:
l)aJllIn htir 'much caule', heard among the <Umilr, p. 102.
23 BLAU, Emergence, pp. 167·212 and references there.
24 Cf. ABBOUD. Najdi, pp. 10 and 13; lI-iONTAONE, ConIeS X 10 t'tm. itrbtD <ala,elt tlbir, XI
7(. ,'iytD <all,.h, X 3 ana mgYirtD <altli, WETZSTEIN, Zeltlager, p. 11, I. Il)lrmn
'alaY1a .
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found; ..bi C lJ,man ilxJ:, Calr ib.I., ill 6D is no exception, since the broken plural of
lu, in S is lxi" and the initial {tf is only a non-phonemic protheric vowel. In the
numerals 11 to 19. the S construction (-il in st. abs. -Iarin st. cstr.) is used: Placlar
sane XV 8, UlDJl&Clar yOm III 7. 34 (2x). The only instances of B·markers among
the numerals are the two cases of st. cstr. without I·ar/: umil~cl yOm V 20 and
'ibiD l&man~ciI ..bacliciJ lane VII 13. The cardinal numerals bigger than 10
furnished with the definite anicle function as ordinal numerals both in 5 and B: Rblr
H-umbllcil25 III 36. In the construction il-CiJtIn yOm V 4 (2x) the ordinal numeral
is exceptionally placed before its substantive. obviously in order to give it special
emphasis.
3.2.8. TM verb
The only major difference between 5 and B in the perfect of Form I lies in the vowel
pattern, in which CiCaC- in B corresponds to the 5 pattern CaCaC·, when C t is not

muCunm (pharyngealized) or c; is not /II.lnI. or /r 1. 26 This B feature is, however,
not very frequent in the present texts. As expected, the vowel paltems are not
conceived as a consistem structural system, but they are looked upon as associated
with cenain lexical ilems. Consequently, the B vowel pattem is usually borrowed
together with B words and phrases: lifa 'he came' m 280 (2x), IV tV 5. XV 9.1izn
aUa 'may God reward you' 1lI 3D, nitast 'I came back' XV 12 (2x). This indicates
that the phonetic shapes of genuine items of the speaker's idiolect are nOI modified in
order to imitate B. The only eltception in this respect is the verb \Jab_b., which in m
20 (2x) occurs in the 5-form \Jababo but in 114. 1lI 3 and XV 34 (2x~signi6candy.
in the conlext of Bedouin hospitality-in B-forms \Jibabillo, dibabilbum \JibJ:yib and
\Jibablo.
In 5. the C t ' verbs 'ua\J and 'akal are strong in the perfect, whereas in B they
have developed into C 3Yverbs xalJa and kala. 27 In the present narratives B-fonns are
used, but not consistently: u\Ja V 5, VII 4, u\Jaha VIi 3, xa\Jah V 5, u\JlbiD V 7,
xa!Jlhum V 4, xa!Jat XIV 26 (2x), :la!JfIO III 330, u\lii h XI 29, kala XIV 250, but also
axa!J III 14, ua\lha III 10, 18, 'akalo III 20 (2x).
The gender distinction in plural is both an S and a B feature. Therefore the fonns
gamin XIII 4, bwwdin XIII 4, and ga<diD igargann XIV 25 are stylistically neutral.
Having said 'in-DiS""ln iti)ayyaru XIII 4 the narrator immediately corrects the subject:
i1-'izllm itbayyaru. However, in the same passage he first uses a feminine predicate
(glmin in·niswln <allbum) but continues with a masculine predicate (gllu), which-if
not a slip of tongue-is a K-fonn of sedentary type.
In the imperfect there is a major contrast between 5, which has shon personal
2S See foolOOle to Text III 36.
26PAlVA. cAilrma, p. 31.
27 All the Bedouin dialects studied by CAA'TlNEAU. Nomades I, p. 87, and II, p. 192f.. inDtet these
verbs in the perfect of Form 1 as elY verbs (...4•• hi. etc.); PALVA. Bani Suar, p. 127; id..
<Aglrma, p. 37.
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morphemes in the 2nd p. sing. fern., 2nd p. pluf. mase. and 3rd p. plur. mase. (l-u.-i,
y•...•u), and B, which has longer fonns with a final·u (t.....ln, t-..Aln, y- ... -On).
In this respect, the typological distinction between the twO dialect types has recently
been partially levelled as a result of a koineizing tendency whit;:h favours shorter n-Iess
fonns. 28 In the present texts imperfect forms have been Bedouinized by this marker
seven times only: II tidba1)an'don't slaughter' III 130, yiltbh 'they bring' IX 19,
yirIdOn ywon 'they want to eat' IX 19, yOxdOn 'they take' IX 19, yibutan 'they are
lucky' IX 200, yigibriinbum 'they bury them' XV 16. Among these, yoxllon is a
hypocorrect B-fonn, since the vowel of the initial syllable is S 101 instead of B tal. One
obvious hypercorrect B-form also occurs, viz. nitirmfiuo 'we give him a worthy
welcome (Form IV)' m 290. It is characteristic of the use of these B-forms that they
occur exclusively in passages with exceptionally heavy Bedouinization.
Another potential B-marker, the imperfect preformative vowel/ai, which occurs in
Form I act. in the (Anazi and Sammari Bedouin dialects and is a common feature in
the present poems, does not belong to the stylistic Bedouinizing repertory of the
narrator. Although it is used in the adjacent area by the Bani Saxar29 and thus is a
rather well-known B feature, it occurs here a few times only: yamra4 'he fell ill' vn 18
(2x), yabrut 'he talks' XV I, tat!Ihum 'it overcame them' VI 2.
The typologically most conspicuous distinctive feature in the verbal morphology of
the sedentary and Bedouin dialects in the Greater Syrian area is the use of the bafformative with the imperfect as a morpheme for indicative non-past in the sedentary
dialects, and its absence in the Bedouin dialects. 30 In the present narratives the bimperfect has not been systematically avoided; rather, it has been used quite freely, and
then always according to S. Even if the distribution of the two types of indicative nonpast imperfect forms in the narratives does not follow any clear-cut pattern, it is not
completely occasional, however. When the narrator addresses the audience, giving
parenthetic explanations, he as a rule switches to sedentary b-imperfect forms, e.g. II
4, where the addressing ya-bQna is followed by a passage in S, containing a series of
seven b-imperfects. In II 5 the narrative continues without b-imperfects up to n 10;
from then on, b-imperfects are avoided in direct discourse only: wi! 1l1d II 110, >atfd
>a!ofie n 110, min y.<rif n 15D. Another illustrative example of the distribution is
text Ill. The introductory passage III 1-2, where the narrator provides the listeners with
some background infonnation, he uses S style, including nine indicative non-past
forms rendered by the b-imperfect. Thereafter he shifts the style to mainly B, which
implies only a sporadic use of the b-imperfect: bigdar III 12 and bugDIDlo III 19D,
bitzu HI 22, bim!i, biuba4. big~ab, b01U4 III 25, and !u bihimmu minno III 36;
among these the last one is a clearly parenthetic remark, and the passage III 25 is a
humorous description which often calls forth the use of plain colloquial style. Text XI
k ..·U,

28 See PALVA. <Atlrma. p. 33.
29 PALVA, Bani Saxa!, p. 125; N in the imperfect prdonnative is a passive marter.
30 The Bedouin dialeclS spoken in the Negev and Sinai fn.ely use the b-imperfecl, BlANC. Negev, p.
139: it also occurs sporadically in Soulhem. Jordan, BANI YASIN .t OWENS. Bduul, p. 216; PALVA.
Nonh West Anbian, pp. ISS-1M. regards the last-rtItllliooed as a ~Iy n:a:nt K·form.
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displays a similar stylistic panero: the introductory passage abounds in b-imperfects,
which then disappear, only to occur as the introductory word bugOl 'he says' XI 6 to
the foUowing poem. In texts IV, V, VI, VII, and IX the narrator consistently follows
B patterns of the imperfect, the exceptions being biktib <ad ... biJ8mminhum ... biglU
rv 16, bugOJ ba-t-tilimt!u ga,td V 7, and bio;t41g vn II. The last-mentioned form is
part of a well-known saying, and the two remaining cases occur in phrases marking a
transition from narrative to poem. In texts VIIl, XII and XIII b-imperfects are
relatively frequent; text XIV startS with imperfect forms of the B type, but the latter
half contains several S·fonns of which at least bikUu XlV 23, bitk-Qn XIV 24, blli
XIV 29, bumluk XIV 39, perhaps also bola<o XIV 30. can be regarded as belonging
10 parenthetic comments. Texi XV mainly follows the B-type forms, wilh a few
exceptions: btiUabig XV 22, bfbunu XV 280 (2x), and ibtufguo;t XV 32.
The verbs >aud!uda and >abllbla are inflected inconsistently in the imperfect,
too, yet most often according to the S panero: bOud 'he takes' III I (2x), 25, bOxdo
'he takes it' 1I1 I, yOxud III 21, Xl I, yoxdu XlII I, bOxdu X II, XIIl 6, uoxutj vm I,
>oxu4b& U 2d, bLOkJO h IV 100. The B pattern occurs only sporadically: ylxu!J XI 5,
yhdu IX 22, ylkJOn IX 19_
Among the weak verbs only the C 3y type displays unmistakable B-markers: in
Form I yitiz 'he raids' V 2 (in a markedly Bedouinizing passage), and in Form II
tra44 'she pours out' XIV 29, used instead of the S counterpans yitzi and tfa44i. In
the C2w verbs Bedouin dialects often have i in the close syllable in the perfect, moSI
commonly known from gilt 'I said' etc., instead of u in S. This B form, however,
occurs once only, XV 50, while the narrator as a rule uses S forms.
The verb '10 come' mOSI often appears in its common S forms: (»ala I 5,6 and
passim, (»ila I 5, IV 5, V 6, whereas the B-type form II/Ia occurs more seldom, and
then in contexts displaying other B-markers, especially in texts VII and XV: la VlI 5,

II VU 12,13 (2x), XV 9 (2x),15,20, lib

vn

17 (2x),20 (2x), Ilk VII 10, XlV 35, I'

XV 9 (2x). When the personal morphemes begin with a consonant, the Sand B forms
are usually identical (lll,ltoa, Vtu etc.). The imperfect forms as a rule follow the
long-vocalic S pattern ylli, ttli etc.: II 1,4 (3x), 1Il 21 (2x) and passim, whereas the
short-vocalic B forms are few: yili II 8, XV 13, 'ali V 3D. In addition there are some
cases where the phonemic length of the initial syllable remains ambiguous: yiA:yh II I,
XIV 8, yili IV 2, VII 14, yilolo IV 4, aVIi XV 60, titthum VI 2.
Analogous to the imperfect inflection, the final /-n/ is sometimes added 10 the
imperative as well: ullmlln 'greet (pI. masc.)' III 30, kirmRDO 'give (pI. masc.)him a
worthy welcome' III 29D, bunonbum 'put (pI. masc.) them' III 290. This kind of
hyper·Bedouinization does not occur elsewhere in the present narratives, but is rather
common in other similar contexts, e.g_, in the narratives preceding Nimr ibn al<AdwAn's poems.3 1
31 Eumple5 from SPOER&:HADO....O, Nimr; imperaL rUl/.ua 278:5; perf. liNa 274:15, 217:12,
277:14, 277:18, 278:2, IUi5uhlll 275:22, IIpau 278:5, "nhboa ibid.. The rann >.lbuGa, by
DEN HEYER called 1e plus tnigmatique ... nnac:compli em.ployt avec: Ie scns d'un ac:c:ompli', Khafst, Text
II 7 and p. 61 D. I, judging from lhc c:ootext, probably is a perfcci (ann WlCd with -a. Since the srylistic
c:oatext is not of the c:harac:1ct" that calls roc byper-bedouinization, it may be regarded as & varianl due to
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The participle forms used in the narratives follow the S pattern, which is identical
with B and deviates in a few respects from most sedentary dialects of the SyroPalestinian area. The most important trait common EO Sand B is the CaCC pattern of
the active participle of the C3 = ~ verbs: bin X 7, mldd IV 5, zlmm XIV 24, dabb IV
7, which in Syro-Palestinian sedentary dialects display the C.ii.CiC pattern. Another
peculiarity typical of both Sand B is the lengthening of the vowel in the sing. fern.
participles when followed by a suffixed pronoun: byfrtlie I 2.

3.2.9. Adverbs
The demonstrative adverb for 'here' in the present narratives is as a rule rendered by
the S-fonn hOn: I 3 and passim; hODa XIII 2, XIV 2Od, 43. The fonn hln, which occurs
a few times; In 260, XIV 260 (3x), XV 9, is a B-Conn but not a distinct B-marker
because it by no means is alien to the local dialect. Besides, it is typical of the dialects
of the peasants of Central and Southern Palestine as well.3 2 On the other hand,
distinct B-markers also exist, even though they are not typical of the Syro-Mesopotamian group of Bedouin dialects spoken in the neighbourhood. Such exclusive Bforms are b-hl\S. and b-ba\Slt, in the adjacent area attested for the Bani Saxar.3 3
There is only one instance of both of them in the present narratives, both significantly
occurring in direct discourse in a B-coloured context: xalltk ib-haIJa 'stay here' VII
150, minu ba-z·zlima >alli ba<do Daym b.ha\Slt? 'who's the man still sleeping over
there?' II 130. Instead of the latter. the stylistically neutral hiDU:(a) is used (13, II, 4
and passim), sometimes in a shorter form (i)hnU: (*hinlk/huDIk) VITI 16. Xl 3 (2x).
Contrary to what might be expected. the characteristic B·form hIe 'in this way'
does not occur in the present narratives at all. Instead of it. the genuine older local h!e
(Ill 36. xn 4, XIV 21 (2x), 24) and the slightly koineized current local form h!k (VII
16) are used. the last-mentioned variant parenthetically, when addressing the listeners.
'So-and-so' is regularly rendered with the stylistically neutral kalJa kalJa II 9. ill 310.

XIV 140, 15,490.
The interrogative adverbs W!D 'where?' n 4. IV 40, 5, 8, VI 20, VII 12, X 3D.
4,8 (5x), XV 13, 15, and (>i)mD!D 'from where?' II 50, VII 15D (2x), X 5D, XIV
210,400. XV 23 (2x) are stylistically neutral; once the narrator uses a deviating form
impcrfccl analogy. 'The form lilb in DALMAN. Diwan. p. 252, I. IS, is comparable with Illi1n etc.
in SPOER&:HADDAD, whereas similar forms in medieval Christian Arabic aDd Judaeo-Arabic texIS are
hypetCOl'TeCtion due TO ClassiciUng aspirations, BU.U, Christian Arabic, p. 146. n. II, and references

lh=.

32 BERGSTRASSER, Sprachatlas, Map 25; BAUER, Pal., p. 90; CLEVELAND, Classification, p. 62:
PALv A., Classification, Crilerion (i); id., Karak, p. 236.
33 PALVA, Bani Saxar, p. 132f. (sKle by side with hin. blUllk); in other dialeclS of the Sammari type,
MONTAGNE. ConIeS, XII, 3. Corresponding forms are also to be found in the Bedouin d.ialccLS spoken in
Sinai and the Negev, STEWART, Sinai Bedouin Law, 2,15.100,27.2,28.16,69.216 (fi hit_), 28.17,
59.54 (Il h&tlt), side by side with biy, hniyln. lmiylniy, 1mi)'Yi.ll ('here'), and hnula ('there');
BLANC. Negev, p. 146 (nhi<J_ side by side with laDiy,lm.iyyill, hniybih). They are used by the
I:;Iw!~t and Bani <AlIye as well. PALVA. ljwe~t, p. 3041. (fi-hlda. fi-laadn. with the varianlS b·
hida. b-llIdlk. hb and laulk, which might be K-fonns).
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int min ~en ~int IV 140, which is nothing but an accentuated realization of the
Bedouin idiom int imaen int IV lID 'where are you from?'
The word for 'now' occurs once only, in a form which is common to S and B:
haul C V 70. The form ·i...• IV 14 occurs in a parenthetic explanation for the
listeners and seems to be called forth by koineizing tendency;l4 ~i..aC XV 33 is used
in a slightly different meaning 'now, this very moment', and is difficult to explain as
anything but a genuine S form.
There are only three occurrences of the interrogative adverb for 'how'?', which
each time is rendered by ~er I 40, m 29D, XV 3. The absence of the well-known B
forms willOa and IIOa from the narratives might be mere coincidence. However,
although ~efis an S-form, it is also used in the neighbouring Bedouin dialects side by
side with the marked B_forms.3S Thus the form is stylistically neutral in its relation to
S and B, but at the same time markedly different from the levelled type of the local
vernacular.
Among the adverbs there are four unmistakable F-forms, all frequently occwring
in all kinds of colloquial speech deviating from the simplest plain colloquial, viz. fa'Ian
'really'II 16, tabCaa 'of course' XlII 8, liddaa 'very' XlV IS, maltluD 'free of
charge' rn 24 (6x). The first-mentioned three items occur in passages which can be
regarded as parenthetic explanations; as to the fourth, the narrator explicitly refers 10 a
written text. The form d.ymaa 'always' ill I, VI 1 (dayman), IX 1, 19, XIV 20
belongs to the same category of words but, being an older borrowing from F,36 it has
become better integrated in S. The same is true of 'abadan 'never', 'at all', 'sure' vm
16; however, two interesting shorter forms also occur, viz. 'abdan XIV 35037 and the
regular tanwIn-less 'abad n 90, both of which plausibly result from the narrator's
Bedouinizing rendency.
The adverbs bili 'about', 'approximately' II 9, ill 150,31, XV 24 (blli XIV 29)
and balei 'perhaps' are common S items,38 whereas <ad 'now, then' I 7 (2x), IV 16,
IX 24, XIV 43, and lend 'only', 'perhaps' VII II, XV S are marked B-forms,
although occurring in S as well.

3.2.10. Presentatives
A narrator has at his disposal different ways to draw the listeners' attention to cenain

incidents and developments in his narratives. Many of these are extralinguistic, such as
gesticulation, mimics, speech tempo and volume, and pauses, means of expression
which are difficult or impossible lO indicate in a transcription. Only the places of
34 The form is either a conlamination of the local hasn' and the Palestinian 'ill. (used in Northern
Palestine and Southern Lebanon as well as in lerusalem, side by side with OI.her forms), or an
approximation of some fonn used in Syria, BERGSTRAsSER, Sprachatlas, Map 27; BAUER, Pal., p. 91:
BARTHI:LEMY, Diet., p. 8 S.Y. 'Ie: PALVA, Classification, p. 13f.
3j PALVA.. <Aglrma, p. 39; id., Bani Saxar,p. 132.
36 PALVA, <Atlrrna, p. 47.
31 Cf. the T:fw!~ forms 'Ilbdll and 'llbdllll.. PALVA. ijwl!~t, p. 3OS.
38 However. freely used by Bedouin of the adjacent area, PALVA, <Aglnna, p. 39, and id., Bani Saxat,

p. 133.
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pauses between breath groupS, indicated by dashes, give a slight idea about changes in
the rhythm of narration in different contexts. One of the linguistic means to draw
attention is the use of presentatives.39
The presentatives used here are mainly of Bedouin type, three of them
etymologically associated with the verb 'to see'. One is bar<i, the imperative of the B
variant ra'l of ra'I, with a prefixed interjection:40 ya-Ih bar<i bI fundug bOn 'look,
sheikh, there is an inn here' III 260, bart mawltld b-il-fUDduJ I-ifllni 'look, he's in
that and that inn' ill 280, waUa barCu 'well, look, he's there' IV 40. The presentative
is inflected like the imperative of Form IV, and occasionally it takes a pronominal
suffix (bar<t).41 In two passages another presentative occurs, obviously formed of
the Form IV imperative of ra'i in an exactly parallel way;42 ban wen i.zl.imitkum
cind iflln 'Look, the man you are looking for is living with So-and-So' X 3D, haD bil-xubUI walla laJetha 'Look, I have found her! She's there in the poor tent.' XIV
34D.
A funher presentative derived from ra'i is the old imperfecl fonn lara: 43 Win
kasbAnID 'Look, it's you who have won the viclory'IX 230, tara hI iii tithcak 'look,

that's the horse which can take you off XV 180.
A presentative panicle derived from the plural of 'alar is larl-: ynminno ",arab
<ala l-bAb - hI winnha larltha bAgye tittanna bI 'when he knocked at the doorcloth,
she was there waiting for him' II 10. Here the presentative--as well as the pronoun
bI-seems to be somewhat redundant, as the particle wiDnha actually conveys the same
meaning. Yet there might be a shade which ~- adds, viz. 'actually'. Different varieties of this particle occur in both Bedouin and sedentary dialects,44 but in this case the
SD'llcture, the feminine morpheme ItJ + pronominal suffix, calls special attention....
llIustrative of the great diversity of this panicle, a form displaying ItJ instead of hi also
occurs: 'in uitast <alet tar'tt tacp"ni yyi 'if I come back to you, you muSt give it to
me' XV 120. This might be interpreted either as a borrowing from urban Syrian!
Palestinian or as a contamination of ~. and tara.

39 A comprehensive study in presentative constructions in Arabic is Chaptcc IV (pp, 54-101) of BLOCH.
and Semantics.
4 This is the plausible etymology. given by ASCHER, Oem.• p. t93f. Varieties of this presentative
have been auested for different Bedouin dialects in a large area; it also occurs in a poem written down by
DALMAN on the top of Cabal O$a< near es-Sah: hu<j "biD <ala-dlr 'siehe da, lier Taugenichts Un
Haus', Diwan. p. 32, no. 3. The form has been auested for Palestinian villagas in the Jerusalem area as
well, BAUER. PaL. p. 74; cr. BERGSTRAsSER. Sprachatlas, 174. I would believe that in these dialects it
is a Bedouin loanword..
41 A similar use or pronominal suffixes has been reported from Central Palestinian villages. BAUER,

Srtalt

Pal., p. 74.
42 For the imperative 'ui, see ASCHER. Oem., p. 193.
43 See comparative material. see FISCHER. Oem.• pp. 195·197. For the use of lan, tar, taru in
Sammari Bedouin narratives. see SOWA YAN. Arabian Namltive, GI.. p. 251f.
44 For references, see FISCHER, Oem., p. 197f. In Sammari narratives, several varieties of the panicle
occur: alir, aliri, liri, alui, and lui, which take a pronominal suffil( if nOl followed by the subject
directly, sow AYAN, Arabian Narrative, 01., p. 244.
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3.2.11. Conjunctions
The adversative conjunction Itkin mainly occurs in stylistically neutral passages in
which the narrator is explaining the implications of some details: IV 13, VIII 2, X 2,
Xl 2, Xl 4, XU 4, XIV 3D, 20 (2x), 25, 27, XV I.
The temporal conjunctions yam I 2 and passim, yam-lila IS, yOmiBll. I 6 aDd
passim, are identical in S and B; yOm in I 4, IU 35, IX 19, XV 17 (2x) is mOTe
characteristic of Bedouin narrative style. 4S 'Until' is in both S and B rendered by
lama II 4, 5,12, m 16, V 4, X 4, XIV 2, 13,43, XV 13 and IamUll- IV 8, V 3D,
XIV 6, 29; only in I 3 (3x) it is used as a final conjunction. Also lammin I 50 is
stylistically neutral in its relation to S and B. The same holds true of the final
conjunctions batta m 23d, ta-batta m 24, VllI I, and ta· V 5, XIV 140.
The conditional conjunctions >in XlII 7, XIV 5, 310 (2x), 38 (3x), XV 12 and
lin m 340, 150, XV 8 (UDni VII 150, eI.Dha 140 (2x)), as well as la_ XIV 100,
tawinDha XlV 320 are stylistically neutral; on the other hand, >ida VII 5, XlII 5, XIV
40 (2x) can be regarded as a K-form. The B-form II, which is very common in
poetry, occurs in prose in one passage only: 1a $It 'should it' XIV lID (2x).
Among the conjunctions formed with relalive ml only two display different
stylistic variants: hi'ad-ma It 6, III 4, bj,<id-ma VII 14 'after' is both S and K, whereas
<Ilgum-ma 11 6, Vl 2, 3, 4, IX 2 is both a genuine older S46 and a B-form; mfla-ma
140, XV 18 is a rather restricted local trail, an S-mark.er, the distinct B counterpart
being mila-ma XI 2. 47

3.3. Syntax
3.3.1. Negations
The local dialect makes use of bipartile negations ma ... -1 and a markedly local S-fonn
>a...-l. The originally affirmative -I is here always optional, and the negative particle
rna/rnA cannot be omitted as is the case in Palestinian dialects. 11 seems that the
optional -I has still preserved some of its original affective value. This negative
afformative does not occur in Bedouin dialects except as a recent K_borrowing. 48 In
the present narratives Ihe negation system mainly follows the panems of the narrator's
idiolect. Thus, there are several cases of forms which can be regarded as S·markers:
ma tismaCl 'she didn't hear/listen' III 3, rna tabm'she didn't speak' 1II 7, rna AU 'he
didn't come' m 23, ma 'addAtiM '(if) il will not muster' XIII 2, ma mar.atin 'she had
not passed by' XIV 28, rna UfbU 'he didn't see her' XIV 29, madrU 'I don't (/he
didn't?) know' XIV 27, ma gltJ,ciM 'he didn't stop' XIV 39, ma IAfuU 'he hadn't seen
45 cr., however, BAUER, Pal., p. 127, Anm. S: F(ellac:hi) yom In.
46 BAUER, Pal., p. t27, Anm. 6; SCHM1DT&.KAHLE, Volkserz3.hlungen, 39,5. SO.II, 52,13, 130,10;
BLAU. Syntax. p. 238c.

47 PALVA. 'Aganna. p. 39; id., Bani Saxar, p. 132.
48 PALVA, 'Agllrrna. p. 42.
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him' XIV 36, ma lagetil! 'you didn't find' XIV 40, !Xla ~Ia<l1! 'they could not ..' XIV
13. It is significant that the affective negation is most frequent in the humorous, lively
stories I and XIV but almost absent in the rest of the narratives. In two cases, ma
yideI! XV 26 and ma-dsfl 'he didn't know (at all)' XV 32, the. affective negation has
been used in combination with a B-coloured verb, whereas 'ana ma 'adri 'I don't
know' XV 330, 'int(e) ma tidri 'you don't know' XV 330,340, ma tidri id. lTI330,
VII 100, ma yidri 'he doesn't know' VII 18, and rna yidru 'they don't know' IV 150
are B-forms both syntactically and lexically.
There are twO special cases in which the local dialect allows dropping or
shortening of the negative particle, viz. 'abI! 'there isn't' XIV 31, and biddnll 'we'll
not' XIV 43. The former is a very distinct local trait, whereas ma fin I 1,3 is its K
equivalent; in addition to these, the B-form occurs, too: ml fr II 2 (4x) and XIV 7. XV
30 (2x) and passim. On the other hand, biddnn is a K-fonn borrowed from Palestinian
dialects. Also ma'ien 'never mind' III 19D is a characteristic K-form, synonymous
with the B-form wuJ 'all! XIV 140, 160,380, XV 8.
Since the negative constructions of B are identical with the S negations without -J,
there are no distinct B-markers in the present narratives other than the low frequency of
bipanite negations in texts II·XlIl Another 'negative B-marker' is the total absence of
the S-type nominal negation miS/mol; instead of it, there are B-type negations like
mahu ill 15 (2x), VII 6, 200, X 9.

332. Analytic genitive
Sal~i,

like all the sedentary dialects of the Greater Syrian dialect area, makes use of
analytic genitive constructions, the most commonly used genitive exponent being
laba<.49 Characteristically of the stylistic aspirations, this exponent does not occur in
the present narratives. and analytic genitive conStructions are as a rule avoided. TIle
only occurrence is ,It I-im<auib baSgo 'he became his servant' VII 14, in which the
exponent ban is a conspicuous stylistic B-marker.

3.3.3. Existential statements ('there is...')
In existential statements ('there is...') two different ptepositions are used in different
dialects spoken in the Greater Syrian area. In a majority of dialects the preposition is
n: il is used in all Bedouin dialects SO as well as most sedentary dialects. S1 The
49 For the use of analytic geniuve in Syrian, Lebanon and Palestine, see EKSELL HARNING, Analytic
Genitive, pp. 49-M.
SO In the Bedouin dialects rXthe adjacelll. area, the use of fi is often restricted to the exislcntial function,
CANIlNEAU. Nomadcs I, p. 109; PALVA, (Allmta, p. 40, id., Bani Saxar, p. 134. In this respect the
North Arabian Bedouin dialectS differ stwpIy from the Bedouin dialects spoken in Arabia Petraea, the
Nesel' and Sinai, which make use of fI side by side with bo, in the same functions, PALVA, };Iw!111, p.
306.
51 The only major exception is the dialect of Palmyra, in which the prepositioo 11 does DOl occur even
in the existential function, CANTlNEAU, Palmyrc 1, p. 228. Also in.ijOran fI lends todisappear and 10 be
supplanted by b-; bJ(h),

m. bU, CANTINEAU,I;IOrin, p. 397f.'
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genuine S-form is bI 'there is, there are', negated >abU,52 while the corresponding Bforms are n and ml n. These stylistic varieties are distributed rather evenly without
any apparent regularity; the only noticeable feature is the avoidance of the doubly Smarked form 'abU, which occurs only once, in a humorous passage (XIV 31). Otherwise the B-marked negative form is always (IS times) used. The K-form m. fill, well
known as a Paleslinian and Lower Egyptian feature, occurs twice in an S-coloured
stylistic context, I 1 and I 3.

3 3.4.

So~

syntat:ric fearures of narrative style

A syntactic fealure typical of narrative style is the use of the verb 'ala/>ila as an
auxiliary modifying the active paniciple of verbs of motion. The construction is
equivalent of the perfect, viz. it denotes past time, but it is a descriptive way to stress
the ingressivilY of the action. 53 Such instances are w-atu mlddIu HI 12, .... -alu mAlIn
III 16, >alu mignn III 20, ....-ila mldd IV 5, w-ala dlbb IV 7. >.to rtddlnVI 4, yiti
miuhizim VII 12, w-itu ntksln XIV 54, w-itu gl$dIn XIV 16, ....-ala mutlib XIV 28,
....-ala flyit XV 4, .... -ala rlyib. XV 12, Un yiti dlmir XV 13, w-ala ntkis XV 13_
Another stylistically interesting syntactic structure associated with the same verb
is the use of lit in a schematic way, as in VII 100 and XIV 350: J1.I hlda lli Ilk 'he
said, 'this is what happened". Here the verb has lost its denotation 'to come', and the
pronominal suffix is used in the function of the ethic dative. 54
The descriptive imperative is a feature frequently used in Bedouin narrative style,
and also the present narmtor makes use of it. Its function is approximately the same as
that of the historical present, but it is often more vivid and actualizing, e.g. w-gllm it<adwln g,-yikJibu bani ,nar - w-yilldu I-bault - w-bammlDhiu <a_l_bac"D - wgOlfU bIhin The (Adwan won a victory over the Bani Saxar, and they took the girls
as captives. They seated them on camelback and went away with them.' IX 22. Here
the descriptive imperative gl1m is foDowed by the historical present forms yiksibu and
yaxdu, which again are followed by the descriptive imperatives bammll1hin and gOVU.
Sometimes the descriptive imperative is an ex.tremely breviloquent. and therefore very
dramatic, way to describe a course of events, e.g. badala gOm u-badala gOm IIfu
bacaljhum mbarrie il-ba<alj 'ilJbaJ,. 'when the two hostile bands saw each other, they
52 The reason for dropping the initial tmJ is probably dissimilation before another bilabial (before bidd/badd- and. the b-irnperfecl) FEGHAU. Kfar <Abida, p. 81; GR01ZFELD. Handbuch. p. 186; by analogy.
the feature has spread to othcr phrases. BLAU, Syntax, p. 194f.; cf. 'II1a fUll;> 'a fihI. ABU-HAtDAR,
Baskinta, p. 110. BAUER. Pal., p. t22C.. points out that Im/ is often dropped in prohibitive before two
consonants and in negated interrogativc sentences.
53 For Ihc same feature in Palestinian narratives, see BLAU. Syntax. p. 130. Blau regards lhc verb "ala
as an cxpletivc (FUllwort). which simply renders Ihc active participle a past time function; cc. also
PALVA.,ja, pp. 57-59.
.54 This feature has been discussed by SOWAYAN. Alabian Narrative, pp. 51-55. who calls the suffix 'the
-k of courtesy', pointing out that la is the only verb to which this -Ii: can be suffixed directly, while
with other verbs it is suffixed to the preposition 1-. It is to be noticed that, contr.uy to tbc ethic dative,
the $lJffix is invariable. II1$1l1J'ICeS of the usc of Ilk in different Bedouin di.alccts are presented in P Ai.VA.,

jAk.
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set upon each other and staned killing' IX 21. The remaining instances of this form
are to be found in I 3. X 2.7. XV 5.20.22. 55
As to the narrative technique. a vivid construction of temporal clause readily used
by the present narrator is yom/yomin/y6minno ... winn- 'when .... look', e.g. yOminno
'ala [...) winno I 6. yominno simi< 1-.) winnoh V 2, yOm lIf I...] winn VII 4. Among
these clauses. those with the Bedouin verb ladd 'to look' as the predicate seem 10
belong to the narrator's favourite repenory. e.g. yomin ladd winn ha-I-bayye 'he
caught sight of a snake' I 4. yOminno ladd winn iI-btt rUil 'he found that the tent
was gone' 0 8, ladd ladd add yOmin ladd winno wlbad [_.) mlti, 'In his desperation
he tried to catch sight of someone. Then he saw a man (no] passing by.' ill 35. yOm
Jaddu winn faras i4ylb - III~ <.leham mn·jJ·!CIb 'right then they saw Qiyllb's mare
approaching them from the mountain pass' IX 21; funher instances are IV 13. XIV
6.7. XV 2.3.17.

3,4. Lexicon
Among the lexical items one is of special imerest. since it belongs 10 the core vocabulary and has three distinct slyle varieties: S badd-. B widd- and K bidd-. The B
variety. which in this connection can be coined as a stylistic B-marker. occurs 35 times
(of which 6 in wiSidd·). while the S variety. which is a striking S-marker, occurs 25
times. On the other hand. the koineizing bidd-. which is the form moSt commonly used
in sedentary dialects of the Greater Syrian area,56 occurs It times. The distribution of
the forms does not seem to follow regular patlerns. Sometimes the use of the Sand K
forms runs parallel with the b-imperfect, as in texts I and Viti, and, correspondingly,
an S-form occurs only once in text VO. which also has only one occurrence of the bimperfect. However, such a stylistic correspondence is not regular. Thus, text n
abounds in b·imperfects but does not contain any badd- or bidd· forms.
The conscious stylistic ambition is occasionally mirrored by replacement of an S
item by its B equivalent as the result of self-correction: 'il-marra - 'in·nOba Hlufe
IV 7; cf. nOba VI 2, XV 6, 8 and nOblt XIV 40 (2x), XV 8, but marra III 20, XIV
39 (3x).
A means used by the narrator to create a lexical Bedouin colouring is to choose
typical B verbs such as ~bb 'to arrive'll 5, III 180, IX 19, lif. 'to come' III 28D
(2x), IV 5, XV 9, ladd 'to look'i 1 and passim, gO\ar 'to leave' XO 3D, XV 16,
sOlaf 'to talk, narrate'III 1. IV 1, XV 34, dObal 'to go' XV 80, rid 'to want'I1 70
and passim, haw. 'to love' 11 I, yabi (imperf. only) II llO (m•• bl 2x). well-known B
substantives such as ma~bb 'place' I 50 (cf. S maball I 6), dIra '(tribal) area' XV 6
(2x), XV 13, 15, or adjectives such as zen 'good', 'beautiful' n 70, VlI 14, 150
(2x). 160, XIV 20, XV 3 (2x), 20. adverbs such as (ad 'now, then' I 7 (2x). IV 16.
55 This feature has been discussed in PALVA, Descriptive Imperative, and id., Further Notes. After !be
publicatiorl of Ihese two papers, much new material has been made available, esplXiaUy by SOWAYAN,
Arabian Narrativc, pp. 46-50.
56 BEROSTRAsSER, Sprachatias, Map 20, rcporu bud-, ~" bcdd- for Lebanon and Northwestern
Syria, bed6- for the area or es-SaIl, and bidd- for !he remaining sedentary dialects.
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IX 24, XIV 43, wukld 'sure' VlJ 70, or tad 'perhaps' XV 50, stock phrases such as
ma bl xltf Tm all right' II 80 (2x), 90, XIV 310, or wul <ali 'never mind' XIV
140,160,380, XV 8D, B addressings like ya-(n.)Di1Ima 'you brave (young) men'
ill 59, XII 30, XV 110, or la- ha-r-riUll 'sm:ngth to you, man' XV 40.
There are negative lexical B-markers as well, the most imponant being the
avoidance of baga as copula, a fealUre typical of S.
3.5. Conclusion
The stylistic ideal of the present narratives is the Bedouin narrative style, which the
narrator strives to reach by various means. The Bedouinizing tendency does not,
however, follow a uniform pattern through the nanatives, but the choice of style is to a
noticeable degree determined by the ContexL Generally speaking, three different types
of contexts can be discerned which exen influence on the linguistic structure, choice of
words and phraseology, viz. (a) straight narrative, which is characterized by conventional use of stock expressions (narrative syntax) and modenlle Bedouinization of
phonology and morphology, (b) direct discourse, which often tends to imitate Bedouin
speech, and (c) more or less parenthetic, explanatory passages, which the narrator
marks as "extra-textual" by using vernacular local dialect, at times with some levelling
devices. In (a) some further variation is caused by the specific cultural and
geographical settings of the individual nanatives.
Among typologically distinctive Bedouin features the narrator makes only marginal
use of the phonetically-conditioned g/t: variation, perhaps because the affricated variant
might create confusion rather than enhance the Bedouin touch of the narratives_ On the
other hand, syllable structure typical of Bedouin dialects is relatively often used,
probably as a Bedouin lexical variant or pan of a borrowed Bedouin item, and not as a
systematic synchronic process. Similarly, the occasional raising of tal in the initial
syllable can scarcely be explained as a purely phonetic phenomenon, but rather as a use
of a phonetically different Bedouin lexical variant instead of its local equivalent, e.g.
"ibil)a vs. IJ,abtJ1,a or minsaf vs. manuf. This is even more apparent in verbs, in which
typical Bedouin items such as nikas or lira display til in the initial syllable, whereas
stylistically neutral verbs have not been Bedouinized by using the CiCaC· pattern.
In the imperfect inflection, the long afformatives -In and -lin, characteristic of the
Bedouin dialects of the neighbourhood, are used only sporadically, while a few
hypercorrect forms with a finaltnl in the imperfect and imperative are found. On the
other hand, the markedly sedentary b-imperfect occurs frequently. In spite of its
relatively irregular distribution, a basic pattern can be discerned: it is freely used in
parenthetic remarks and introductory sections, but avoided in straight narrative passages
and direct discourse.
Some distinct Bedouin features seem to belong to the stock repenory of the
narrator, e.g. wi!/wuJ, ~int, negated mant, and widd·, whereas other B-markers such
as hI~ and wuJIOn do not occur at all, and b·hll"a and 'alli as well as tanwtn have
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been sparingly used. A few distinctly non·Bedouin sedentary dialect traits have heen
carefully avoided. viz.. the nominal negation mil/mal, the use of bap as copula. and
the analytic genitive consO'Uctions using the exponent taba C • Interference from
Literary Arabic is restricted to a few adverbs (faclaa, labcau, liddaD. maUlDaa),
which only occur parenthetically and can in this context most appropriately be
regarded as K-fonD$. In addition to sporadic phonetic and morphological Bedouin
elements, the language has been Bedouinized by using well-known items of Bedouin
vocabulary. Syntactic fealUres such as the descriptive imperative and the consO'Uctions
yOm .., winD· and II + active participle occasionally occur in the vernacular speech of
[he Bedouin, but in this context they are used as StyliSlic (raits associated with the
uaditional artistic language of Bedouin oral narrative.
In the stylistic scale of Arabic. the language of the present narratives cannot be
placed anywhere between Plain Colloquial and Literary Arabic (Classical Arabic or
Modem Standard Arabic). In this case the two poles are local vernacular dialecr and
the language of Bedouin oral narrative style, or, put in a more general way, Plain
Colloquial and a variety of Artistic Colloquial Arabic. The style fluctuates between
these two poles, not at random, but following an appro:timate general pattern: in
straight narration and in direct discourse its ideal is the traditional1anguage of Bedouin
narrative, which involves suppression of cenain local vernacular traits and the use of a
number of Bedouin dialect features and stylistic conventions of Bedouin narrative,
whereas in parenthetic explanatory passages everyday vernacular language is used. The
stylistic range thus resembles that of the so-called Educated Spoken Arabic. which,
depending on Ihe degree of formality, fluctuates in a wide area between Modem
Standard Arabic and Plain Colloquial. However, the fluctuation between the language
of Bedouin oral narrative style and the local vernacular is a phenomenon which only
implies variation between two differenl fonns of colloquial Arabic ('Low Arabic') and
not between two structurally differenl types of Arabic CLow Arabic' and 'High
Arabic'). Therefore the proportion of stylistically neutral elements in the present narralives is considerably higher than in mixed·style varieties ranging between the
Standard Arabic and Colloquial Arabic levels.
In the sphere of uaditional popular culture, the language of Bedouin oral narrative
constitutes an artistic language in its own right. Such as it is used by Bedouin
narralors. it differs from the vernacular speech almost e:tclusively in syntax and
phraseology, but among speakers of sedentary dialects it has Ihe status of a special
mistic language, essentially divergent from the vernacular speech in severaJ morphohonemic and lexical respects as well.
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